LEGEND

Denotes 350dp Structural Slab
Denotes RC Wall Under

Mark Description

C1 500x800 RC Column
C2 650x600 RC Column
C3 600x600 RC Column
C5 550x600 RC Column
C6 450x400 RC Column
C7 400x400 RC Column
C8 300x300 RC Column
C9 650Dia RC Column
T.B.C. 1000Dia RC Column

Denotes Balcony Slab
Denotes 350thk. RC Wall
Denotes 300thk. RC Wall
Denotes 250thk. RC Wall

NOT FOR CONSTRUCTION

NOTES

1. For setting out use in conjunction with Architect’s drawings.
2. All levels are referred from datum level.
3. All distances and dimensions are shown in millimeters.
4. DO NOT SCALE THIS DRAWING. Use figured dimensions only.
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